Appraisal of Antioxidative Strategies in the Erythrocytes of Marwari Sheep during Extreme Ambiences
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A B S T R A C T

The present investigation was carried out for appraisal of antioxidative strategies in the erythrocytes of Marwari sheep during moderate, hot and cold ambiances. In each ambience, animals were categorized as male, female, 6-12 months, 12-18 months and 18-24 months. Haemolysates were prepared to determine enzymes of antioxidative strategies. Enzymes of antioxidative strategies included glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH) and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH). Effect of extreme hot and cold ambiances was observed on both indicators of antioxidative strategies in the erythrocytes of Marwari sheep. The mean values of LDH in erythrocytes were significantly (p≤0.05) higher during hot and cold ambiances as compared to moderate mean value. The mean values were significantly (p≤0.05) higher in male animals in all the ambiances for G6PDH and was higher in females for LDH. The mean values of G6PDH in erythrocytes were significantly (p≤0.05) lower during hot ambience and significantly (p≤0.05) higher during cold ambience as compared to moderate mean value. Age effect showed a significant (p≤0.05) increase in the mean values of all the indicators being highest in the sheep of 18-24 months of age.

Introduction

Antioxidative strategies are present inside the cells in the form of various endogenous antioxidative enzymes, antioxidants and free radical scavengers. Imbalance in oxidant status of the cell can cause oxidative stress affecting both cellular and biological damages. Thus, it is reasonable to counterbalance oxidative stress by modulating reactive oxygen species production. Erythrocytes are constantly subjected to oxidative stress, from their role as an oxygen transporter. Oxygen can be converted to hydrogen peroxide by superoxide dismutase. Erythrocytes with normal glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH) enzyme activity have higher pentose phosphate pathway activity compared to G6PDH deficient RBCs. Erythrocytes are therefore considered to be the perfect model to study the oxidative status of the blood because they are the preferable target of oxidative modification. Exposure to high concentrations
of oxygen radicals, the lack of nucleus and mitochondria, inability to synthesise new protein and degradation of detoxifying enzymes makes red blood cells uniquely vulnerable to oxidative stress. The mature erythrocytes retain an array of enzymes, proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, anions and cations, all of which are required in balance, for effective metabolism and functioning of the cell. An important consequence of an imbalance between the erythrocytes’s components is the poor ability to cope with oxidative stress, which can result in degenerative changes in haemoglobin, cell membrane and enzymes required for normal erythrocytic function.

Analyses of oxidative stress can be useful in assessing the immune status of the animals during stress period as reactive oxygen species are used by the immune system as a way to attack and kill pathogens. Biochemical procedures carried out in blood cells are considered to be minimally invasive peripheral markers (Gutierrez et al., 2006). Indicators of oxidative stress allow the assessment of real status of physiological defenses and prevention of the appearance of correlated pathologies (Piccione et al., 2007).

Marwari breed of sheep constitutes a major portion of the sheep population in Western part of Rajasthan and plays an important role in the economy of arid and semi-arid tract. Recurring droughts, low rainfall and scanty vegetation modulate the physiological mechanisms of these animals to the extent of various pathologies. Changes in enzymes necessary for physiological adjustments are brought about by great fluctuations in ambient temperatures during extreme ambiences. The outcome of long exposure of sheep to extreme ambiences including extreme hot and cold is generally the oxidative stress, which does not show any clinical sign. Therefore, the present investigation was planned for the appraisal of antioxidative strategies in the erythrocytes of Marwari sheep during extreme ambiences.

**Materials and Methods**

Three hundred and sixty blood samples of apparently healthy Marwari sheep of both sexes ageing 6 months to 24 months were collected from private slaughter houses in and around Bikaner district, Rajasthan during moderate, hot and cold ambiences.

Blood samples were collected during slaughtering. In each ambience 120 blood samples were collected and the animals were grouped into male (60) and female (60). Moderate ambience comprised of October-November; hot ambience of May and June and cold ambience of December-January. To assess the effect of hot and cold ambiences on the parameters of antioxidative strategies in the erythrocytes of Marwari sheep, the result of various parameters analysed was compared with those analysed during moderate months serving as control. Following indicators were analysed to appraise the antioxidative strategies in erythrocytes:

- Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH)
- Lactate Dehydrogenase

Various computer programmes were used to determine means and standard error (http://www.miniwebtool.com) and analyses of variance (www.danielsoper.com) to test the significance of the effects of ambiences, sex and age groups and correlations (Kaps and Lamberson, 2004). The changes in the means were measured by using multiple mean comparison procedures. For this Duncan’s new multiple range test was used (Duncan, 1955).
Results and Discussion

Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH)

The mean overall value of G6PDH in erythrocytes of Marwari sheep during moderate ambience (control) was 5.00±0.04 U gHb⁻¹. It was obtained from 120 Marwari sheep irrespective of sex and age. The mean values of G6PDH in erythrocytes were significantly (p≤0.05) lower during hot ambience and significantly (p≤0.05) higher during cold ambience as compared to moderate overall mean value (Fig. 1). A highly significant (p≤0.01) effect of variation in ambience was also observed by analysis of variance.

These results corroborated the earlier findings carried out by Chaturvedi (2011) in goats for G6PDH status in erythrocytes. The lower concentration of this enzyme in hot ambience indicated its antioxidant type role which showed the depletion in an attempt to fight with free radicals. The enzyme G6PDH is considered as one of the enzymes associated with antioxidant defense. Variation in the activity during hot and cold ambiances reflected that cells were well equipped to defend from oxidative insult (Kempel et al., 1999). Aslan et al., (2005) found that climate had significant effects on blood G6PDH levels in lambs. Hot and cold ambiances probably worked as stressors which initiated adaptive responses (Kataria and Kataria, 2005). Defense against stress is also dependent upon G6PDH activity (Ercal et al., 2002), as stress can depress red blood corpuscles and leucocyte functions (Roley and Loegering, 1999). The sex and age effects were significant (p≤0.05) in moderate, extreme hot and cold ambiances (Fig. 2). The mean values were significantly (p≤0.05) higher in female animals than male animals in all the ambiances. Age effect showed a significant (p≤0.05) increase in the mean values being highest in the sheep of 18-24 months of age. Highly significant (p≤0.01) sex and age effects were revealed by analysis of variance.

Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)

The mean overall value of LDH in erythrocytes of Marwari sheep during moderate ambience (control) was 30.90±0.11 U gHb⁻¹. It was obtained from 120 Marwari sheep irrespective of sex and age. The range of LDH in the present study corroborated the value given by Yagi et al., (1988) for bovine and by Chaturvedi (2011) for goat erythrocytes.

The mean values of LDH in erythrocytes were significantly (p≤0.05) higher during hot ambience and cold ambiances as compared to moderate overall mean value (Fig. 3). A highly significant (p≤0.01) effect of variation in ambience was also observed by analysis of variance. These results corroborated the earlier findings carried out by Chaturvedi (2011) in goats for G6PDH status in erythrocytes. Activity of this enzyme is known to increase under the condition of oxidative stress during the lipid peroxidation process. Subsequently that leads to the increase level of the lactic acid and lactic acid salts (Jovanovic et al., 2010).
**Fig. 1** Mean changes in glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (U gHb-1, G6PDH) overall values in the erythrocytes of Marwari sheep during extreme ambiences.

**Fig. 2** Mean changes in glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (U gHb-1, G6PDH) values according to sex and age groups in the erythrocytes of Marwari sheep during extreme ambiences.
**Fig. 3** Mean changes in lactate dehydrogenase (U gHb-1, LDH) overall values in the erythrocytes of Marwari sheep during extreme ambiences

![Graph showing mean changes in lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) across different ambiences.]

**Fig. 4** Mean changes in lactate dehydrogenase (U gHb-1, LDH) values according to sex and age groups in the erythrocytes of Marwari sheep during extreme ambiences

![Bar chart showing mean changes in lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) across sex and age groups.]

Techniques

Physical restraint by stockman includes:
• Halter
• Nose grip (fingers or nose tongs)
• Tail elevation
• Skin grip of crural fold

If you do not have a halter or a nose holder the best way to hold a large ruminant is to take a firm grip of the nostril using the thumb and forefinger of one hand while holding the horn or the ear with the other hand (Fig. 5).

Fig.5 Nose holder

Halting large ruminants

• Animals need to be halter-trained and this is best done when they are young so that they are accustomed to the halter.
• When a halter is used on an animal talk to the animal to encourage it to move.
• Hold the halter no more than 20 cm from the animal cheek and walk close to its neck (Fig. 6).

Fig.6 Haltering large ruminants

Casting or throwing cattle and buffalo

If you do not have a crush and you want to trim the hooves of an animal, it will be necessary for you to cast (throw down) the animal. To do this you will need:

• A halter for the head.
Two people to help you.
Ten to twelve metres of strong rope.
A place where it is safe to throw the animal, where the soil is soft or covered with straw.

First halter the animal then tie the long rope around it as shown in the illustration below. Have one person to hold the halter while the other joins you and pulls the rope. The animal will collapse onto the floor and your helper must immediately put his knee on its neck and his hand on the animal's head to prevent it from rising.

![Fig.7 Casting or throwing cattle and buffalo](image)

Do not leave the animal down for a long time as bloat may develop. Remember when casting animals that both the animal and people can get injured so try to do it safely (Fig. 7).

This could be the probable cause of higher LDH concentrations during hot and cold ambiances. The sex and age effects were significant \((p\leq0.05)\) in moderate, extreme hot and cold ambiances (Fig. 4). The mean values were significantly \((p\leq0.05)\) higher in female animals than male animals in all the ambiances. Age effect showed a significant \((p\leq0.05)\) increase in the mean values being highest in the sheep of 18-24 months of age. Highly significant \((p\leq0.01)\) sex and age effects were revealed by analysis of variance. Results corroborated the earlier findings (Chaturvedi, 2011). Sex and age effect on serum LDH activity in goats was also observed by Kour (2010). Lactate dehydrogenase catalyses the reduction of pyruvate in glycolytic cycle and is present in nearly all types of metabolising cells.
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